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Musical group BTS accepts an award onstage during the 2018 Billboard Music
Awards at MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas, Nevada. — AFP photos
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South Korean boyband phenomenon BTS
have become the first K-Pop group to rise to
the top of the US album charts, a vivid illus-
tration of the genre’s growing global appeal.

Known for their boyish good looks, floppy haircuts
and meticulously choreographed dance moves, the
septet has become one of South Korea’s best known
and most lucrative musical exports. On Sunday they
passed a new milestone-becoming the first K-Pop
group to top the Billboard 200 music charts which
ranks albums via sales, downloads and streams.

“It’s the first No. 1 for the seven-member group,
and the first K-pop album to lead the tally,”
Billboard wrote in its online report detailing the lat-
est chart ranking. While plenty of older music listen-
ers in the West might be asking “who?”, it is hard to
underestimate the popularity of BTS and their seven
stars Suga, J-Hope, Rap Monster, Jimin, V, Jungkook
and Jin. According to one data analysis, they were
the most talked-about phenomenon on Twitter in
2017, with nearly twice the number of mentions as
US President Donald Trump and Justin Bieber com-
bined. Add in their similarly massive appeal across

the globe-they have huge social media followings in
Japan, China, Southeast Asia and parts of Latin
America-and you have a truly global supergroup.

Their new album “Love Yourself: Tear” toppled
“Beerpong and Bentleys” by rising hip-hop star Post
Malone, whose facial tattoos are the very antithesis
of BTS’s wholesome and meticulously manicured
image. While BTS sing in Korean, their style suc-
cessfully fuses the catchy earworms of K-Pop with
hip-hop and rhythm and blues. Last year their previ-
ous release “Love Yourself: Her” became the first K-
Pop album to make it into the top 10 US album
charts, rising to number seven. It hit the number one
spot on iTunes in more than 70 countries.

American roots 
Hip-hop is nothing new in K-Pop, which traces

its roots back to the early 1990s with Seo Taiji and
Boys. The trio pioneered the use of rap in Korean
pop that changed the industry and struck a chord
with a generation coming of age in a newly affluent
and newly democratic South Korea. A multi-billion
dollar, intensely competitive market emerged with

stars and bands trained in near bootcamp-like
conditions, their images tightly controlled by man-
agement. 

The obsessive nature of K-Pop fan bases became
legendary, especially the so-called “sasaeng” or
“stalker” fans-mostly teenage girls who have been
known to break into their idols’ homes.  In the last
decade or so K-Pop has won growing legions of
non-Korean-speaking fans. BTS is somewhat
unusual in that despite its global appeal it is not one
of the top bands in South Korea at the moment. It is
managed by a comparatively small record label Big
Hit Entertainment, a minnow compared to much bet-
ter known mega-labels like SM Entertainment. Fans
on South Korea’s internet portals were delighted to
see a Korean musical export hit the top of the album
charts in the world’s largest music market. 

“All these powerful K-pop agencies tried to
break into the American market by making its popu-
lar acts sing in English, yet it was the Bangtan (BTS)
from a small agency that finally made it to the global
market with its Korean-language songs,” wrote one
anonymous fan.  “Congratulations and thank you so

much for representing Korea on this prestigious
music chart!” wrote another. — AFP

Boyband BTS make K-Pop history by topping US album charts

Youth orchestra
changes the

tune for Costa
Rica shantytown
After a trio of boys in the working-class neigh-

borhood of La Carpio told Alicia Aviles they
wanted to play musical instruments instead of
football, she set her sights on creating a sym-

phony orchestra for one of the poorest districts in Costa
Rica’s capital.  Starting with a few plastic recorders and
a guitar in a run-down building, La Carpio’s musicians
now perform in the nation’s biggest theatres, and Aviles’
idea has mushroomed into a vibrant arts and education
scheme that has helped transform the area.    “How your
skin prickles when you hear the kids from your own
community who have a violin in their hands instead of a
pistol,” said Aviles, one of thousands of Nicaraguan
migrants who have settled in La Carpio.

“When I hear them play, I think I’m in heaven,” said
the former school teacher, who worked as a cook when
she moved to Costa Rica with her five children.
Bordered by polluted rivers and a huge rubbish dump,
the packed district, with one of Central America’s
biggest migrant communities, has long been associated
with crime and its people marginalized, said Maris Stella
Fernandez, co-founder of SIFAIS (Integrated System of
Art Education for Social Inclusion).

On a Saturday afternoon, the sounds of Elgar and
indie rock poured from the “Cave of Light” wooden
building rising above corrugated-iron roofs, where
SIFAIS provides more than 100 free workshops each
week - from music lessons to judo and English.  Girls
twirled in ballet classes, while women learned about
medicinal plants in the high-fenced garden, and engi-
neers arrived with a cake to mark the installation of
solar panels that will generate half of the non-profit
foundation’s power.

Practicing his cello as the sun streamed through the
wooden slats cladding the building, Brayan Blandon
Ordonez said he was a bundle of nerves before a recent
symphonic rock concert in front of a packed audience
at the National Theatre. Dedicating 90 minutes to cello
practice each day as he finishes his high-school diplo-
ma, the 19-year-old wants to find a way to combine
music with a career as a mechanical engineer.

SIFAIS has enabled local people to take music class-
es, an opportunity few had before, he said, as children
ran up the ramps connecting floors. “It’s opened a lot of
courses which give people the chance to learn some-
thing new,” he told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.

“It opens doors for people.” For musical director Andrei
Montero, who took some of La Carpio’s musicians on
tour to Nicaragua last year, the chance for them to play
alongside international soloists and conductors in top
venues is invaluable.

Talent-spotting
A SIFAIS festival in July will pull in musicians and

conductors from around Costa Rica, the United States,
Europe and Mexico, with some bringing donated instru-
ments for the La Carpio students who have also been
invited to play in France. While music instils discipline
and commitment, confidence remains a challenge for
some young people from the area, said Montero. Some
of those who managed to get into university to study
music have struggled to pay the fees, he added.

There is a lot of talent in La Carpio, but that is not
appreciated by the media or people in other parts of the
city, contributing to a significant drop-out rate, said
Montero, who runs the organization’s orchestra and
chamber group. “Part of my challenge is to continue
educating the community that they have the same quali-
ties as anyone with money, and they can achieve what-
ever they set out to do,” he said.  Driving through La
Carpio’s narrow streets lined with concrete-block hous-
es and shops, Fernandez, a communications specialist
from San Jose, said she had been shocked by the dismal
conditions for some families when the music classes
started seven years ago.

“It was really run-down ... it’s incredible what just a
few recorders started to develop,” she said, adding that
La Carpio’s dangerous reputation initially made many
volunteers nervous. Now streets have been paved, many
houses have sprouted a second floor, and better polic-
ing has helped cut violent crime, said her colleague
Aviles, although dealers still peddle drugs, water sup-
plies are erratic and affordable housing hard to find.
Some mothers who dropped out of education are
returning to finish high school, and attitudes to work
and family are changing, Aviles added, with fewer peo-
ple now giving their children fizzy drinks for breakfast.

Shaking off stigma
Volunteer Wendy Valverde, playing games with four

children in the SIFAIS library, said the community had
suffered from stigma and a reputation for crime. “But in
reality, the children and their families are looking to suc-
ceed,” she said.  The project will soon receive high-tech
gear worth $100,000 to teach computer programming
and robotics, largely funded by donations from shop-
pers at a chain of local home-ware stores.  Besides
broadening horizons for La Carpio’s children, some local
women trained at SIFAIS now run a business making
and selling handbags and purses from recycled fabrics,
each with a tag giving their producers’ story.

Marisol Quezada, who found a job as a maid when
she first arrived in Costa Rica but now runs sewing
courses and helps make the accessories, said about half
the people in the workshop were migrants from
Nicaragua like herself. “There are people who are older
who can’t get work elsewhere who can find something
here,” said Quezada in the noisy workshop amid sewing
machines draped with fabric.—Reuters

A volunteer (second left) gives children music lessons
at SIFAIS in San Jose, Costa Rica. — Reuters photos

Image released by Lucasfilm shows Alden Ehrenreich and
Joonas Suotamo in a scene from ‘Solo: A Star Wars Story.’ 

Donald Grover from left, Alden Ehrenreich and Paul Bettany
attend a special screening of ‘Solo: A Star Wars Story’ at SVA
Theatre in New York. — AP photos

Children pose for a portrait before classes in SIFAIS’
Cave of Light building in La Carpio in San Jose, Costa
Rica.

In the largest disturbance yet in Disney’s otherwise
lucrative reign over “Star Wars,” the Han Solo spinoff
“Solo: A Star Wars Story” opened well below expecta-

tions with a franchise-low $83.3 million in ticket sales over
the three-day weekend in North American theaters.
Disney estimated Sunday that “Solo” will gross $101 mil-
lion over the four-day Memorial Day weekend, a figure
below even the opening weekends of the much-derided
“Star Wars” prequels. Last week, forecasts ran as high as
$150 million for the four-day haul of “Solo.”

Overseas ticket sales were even worse. “Solo,” starring
Alden Ehrenreich in the role made iconic by Harrison Ford,
grossed $65 million internationally in its opening weekend,
including a paltry $10.1 million in China. “Of course we
would have hoped for this to be a bit bigger,” said Dave
Hollis, Disney’s distribution chief. “We’re encouraged by
the response that people have had to the film. It got a
good CinemaScore (A-minus). The exits are very encour-
aging.” “Solo” came in with a Millennium Falcon’s worth of
baggage following the mid-production firing of directors
Phil Lord and Christopher Miller, who were replaced by
Ron Howard. With the rejiggered production, the budget
soared well past $250 million.

But the cause of the spinoff’s disappointing perform-
ance may have had as much to do with “Star Wars” fatigue
(“The Last Jedi” exited theaters just last month) and the
stiffer competition of a summer holiday weekend. While no
major releases dared to open against “Solo,” Fox’s
“Deadpool 2” moved its release date up a week ahead of
“Solo.” The gambit may have hurt both releases. After
debuting with $125 million last weekend, the R-rated Ryan
Reynolds sequel dropped 66 percent to second place with
$42.7 million and an estimated $53.5 million four-day haul.
“Solo” notched the biggest Memorial Day weekend open-
ing in several years, but it also came on the heels of a pair
of a summer-sized blockbusters - “Deadpool 2” and
Disney’s own “Avengers Infinity War” - making for an
unusually crowded May. “Infinity War” added $16.5 million
in its fifth weekend to bring its domestic total to $621.7
million and its global sales to $1.9 billion - both among the
highest of all-time.

Must-see event
“It is a business that is built on momentum but also one

where people probably are only able to get to theaters a
certain number of weeks in a row,” said Hollis. But there
were also questions beyond the effect the calendar had on
“Solo.” While reviews were generally positive (71 percent
“fresh” on Rotten Tomatoes), there was little about “Solo”
that made the movie a must-see event. Fans were skeptical
of Ehrenreich and uncertain about the dismissal of Lord
and Miller (the popular filmmaking duo behind “21 Jump
Street” and “The Lego Movie”). Unlike any “Star Wars”

release before, “Solo” was deemed - gasp - skippable. As
it arrived in theaters, Disney might have been wishing it
had instead made a Lando Calrissian spinoff with the red-
hot Donald Glover, the star of TV’s “Atlanta.” In the days
ahead of release, Lucasfilm President Kathleen Kennedy
said a Lando movie is a possibility. While the original “Star
Wars” films helped define the summer moviegoing experi-
ence, Disney released their previous three “Star Wars”
films in December. What most hurt “Solo” was the “fatigue
factor” of a May “Star Wars” film following a December
one, said Paul Dergarabedian, senior media analyst for
comScore.

“It’s the compressed timeframe between the two ‘Star
Wars’ films and the highly competitive nature of this mar-
ketplace. It is summer, after all,” said Dergarabedian. “The
good news is that the next film isn’t until December 2019.
That’s plenty of breathing space. I think part of the allure
of the ‘Star Wars’ brand in the past has been the long
wait.” That time might also be valuable for Lucasfilm and
Disney to find a way to counter the diminishing returns of
its multi-billion-dollar franchise. To help propel “Solo”
internationally, Disney brought the film to Cannes Film
Festival, flooding the French film festival’s red carpet with
Storm Troopers. “The Last Jedi” also flopped in China (it
was pulled from theaters after a week), and Rian Johnson’s
movie - even though it grossed $1.3 billion worldwide -
showed relatively weak legs at the box office, while prov-
ing divisive among “Star Wars” die-hards.

The magic around a “Star Wars” film may be fading. To
right the ship on Episode 9, Lucasfilm has turned to an old
friend: “The Force Awakens” director J.J. Abrams. He, too,
is replacing a fired director after Colin Trevorrow depart-
ed last fall. Estimated ticket sales for Friday through
Sunday at US and Canadian theaters, according to
comScore. Where available, the latest international num-
bers for Friday through Sunday are also included. Final
domestic figures will be released Tuesday.
1. “Solo: A Star Wars Story,” $83.3 million ($65 million

international).
2. “Deadpool 2,” $42.7 million ($57 million international).
3. “Avengers: Infinity War,” $16.5 million ($32.5 million

international).
4. “Book Club,” $9.5 million.
5. “Life of the Party,” $5.1 million.
6. “Breaking In,” $4.1 million.
7. “Show Dogs,” $3.1 million.
8. “Overboard,” $3 million ($2.3 million international).
9. “A Quiet Place,” $2.2 million ($4.7 million internation-

al).
10. “RBG,” $1.2 million. — AP

‘Solo’ sputters in takeoff with
$83.3million at box office


